Shareholder questions – AGM 2020
Shareholder question
The Indian Passion Rummy digital business
increased revenues in 2019/20 but was it
operating profitably during 2019/20?

Company answer
Passion Gaming delivered a small loss for
2019/20 following investments in marketing in
the year to drive further scale in a developing
market.

On page 11 Capex in 2019/20 was reported in
the text as being £44 million but in the pages 61
and 162 capital expenditure is shown as £50.7
million. Which is the correct figure?

The £44m relates to the amount recognised on
an accruals basis. However, the £50.7m
represents the actual cash outflow on capital
expenditure in the year.

Will the proposed gaming site vic.com offer
poker or casino games, or both?

We will launch the Vic.com with casino content
in Q3 2020/21 with a plan to add poker later in
Q4 2020/21.

Rank launched two proprietary games ie
Buffalo Wild and Chilli Con Cash – how have
these been received by customers and in
2020/21 are any further proprietary games in
the pipeline/ due to be launched?

Buffalo Wild and Chilli Con Cash have been very
successful.

Stride Gaming was prior to Rank‘s acquisition
seeking digital gaming licences in Sweden,
Denmark and Spain. Has Rank made any
progress in obtaining digital gaming licences in
the countries?
A new Enracha stadia sports betting/gaming
machine venue is scheduled to open in
Torremolinos. Are any other new venues
scheduled for opening in 2021?

In FY21, we have released one new proprietary
game, Luck of the Rainbow.
Two more proprietary games are planned to be
released later this financial year.
The Group’s current focus remains on its UK
and Spanish online businesses. However, as
highlighted in our annual report we plan to
launch our digital brand Yo in Portugal during
H2 2020/21.
In August 2020 we opened a new Enracha
venue in Girona, with a greater focus on
electronic gaming and sports betting.
With our venues currently subject to COVID-19
restrictions our focus is on reopening and a
return to cash generation.

